CHAPTER 10
THE SUNSPAWN

This event occurred on October 25th and was dubbed the SUNSPAWN, the
question was asked:
Have we seen the outright birth of a new comet or planetary like
object? Or, is the object some sort of matter made up of plasmaelectrical energy? Either way - the object is pretty big.
It was also reminiscent of one of our earlier AMBILAC articles where we
mention the birth of a new member of our solar system from the sun – link
http://ambilac-uk.tripod.com/cometlee2012/
The “spawn” continues a few hours later – see image below:

Full image at
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021025_
2006_c2.gif

Official comment:
A full halo CME was observed in LASCO C3 images beginning at 10:42
UTC. The source of this CME was a large filament eruption in the
southeast quadrant. The CME will impact Earth, probably on October
27. The CME will probably catch the trailing end of the current coronal
stream and because of that it is difficult to estimate how significant the
disturbance will be.
This time frame October witnessed a diverse array of solar anomalies and the
links below reflect the situation:
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
0926_c2.gif
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
0127_c2.gif

http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
1206_c2.gif
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
0705284.gif
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
0042_c3.gif
And, What the Heck is that dark mass?!?!?!?!:
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
1518_c3.gif
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
1106_c2.gif
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
1150_c2.gif
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021024_
1350_c2.gif
For complete overview and illustrations link to
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/sunspawn.html
The planet Venus passed slowly by during this time also – with an additional
anomaly close by as can be seen on the below C3 image

Comment
At 16:52 UTC (11:52 am EST) on 31 October 2002, x-ray sensors onboard
the Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES orbiting approximately 35,800 kilometres [22,300 miles] away from the
Earth) observed a sudden and large increase in the amount of solar x-ray
radiation output from the Sun. Within approximately 3 minutes, the
whole-disc solar x-ray "brightness" of the Sun increased more than 44
times the normal brightness of the Sun.
This caused a simultaneous solar flare incident as the news reports of the day
mentioned.

Simultaneous Solar Flares on Opposite Sides of Sun
Intrigue Scientists
SUNSPOT, N.M. (AP) - Scientists say they have made the
unprecedented discovery of solar flares erupting almost
simultaneously on opposite sides of the sun.

The Associated Press

The flares - massive eruptions of hydrogen from the sun's
surface - were observed by researchers at the National Solar
Observatory in southern New Mexico on the morning of Oct. 31.
http://ap.tbo.com/ap/breaking/MGAJW166F8D.html
This was dubbed aptly the Halloween Solar flare.

Is, 2002

ALASKA EARTHQUAKE AND HAARP
After all the recent anomalous solar activity during the latter part of October,
the beginning of November manifested with a large quake in Alaska, and in
fact surrounding the location of HAARP installation.

03Nov2002 22:12:40.7 63.7N 147.7W 10 M =7.9 M*NEI CENTRAL ALASKA
2002/11/03 22:12:40 63.74N 147.69W 10.0 7.9 A CENTRAL ALASKA
Earthquake cracks highways, damages pipeline – Anchorage Daily News http://www.adn.com/front/story/2071579p-2169367c.html
Later in the month –
November 6th saw the largest sunspot in Active Region 10030, which was
10,000 kilometres in diameter, where unusual and mysterious filaments are
recorded.

Image: Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
Full news link at New Scientist at
http://www.newscientist.com/news/news.jsp?id=ns99993047
November 11th reported the following
11/9/02 Region 10180 produced an M4.6/2B flare at 13:23 UTC. This
event, which was centered in the southeastern part of the region, was
accompanied by a moderate type II sweep and a partial halo CME

CHAPTER 11
SOLAR GEOMETRY

In November, solar observers began to observe some weird and interesting
solar geometry that is unusual flare activity promoting cube and other
geometrical patterns.
The below image, entitled THE CUBE began the discussion and is on-going.

A full animation of this event can be seen at
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/mulcubasm.gif

A close up image with cube overlay – courtesy of Kent at ORBIT

An anomaly was also observed at the 8 o’clock position as can be viewed and
studied at http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/artfct800.html
While on December 1st and 2nd our sun blows even more geometry:

Close up

Fully illustrated report at http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/indexback55.html
A few days later unusual solar activity was captured on EIT on November 27th
at
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs_small/20021127_
2212_eit_304.gif
Close up

The KP graph a few days prior to the above event

REPORT

Geomagnetic Storm "Off The Chart"...11/25/02
by Mitch Battros (ECTV)

NOAA is reporting the Kp index as literally off the chart. I am not sure if
I have ever seen an 'off the chart' magnitude as the one presented at
approx. 8:30 PM (pacific) . For a period of 15 minutes, around 8:30 PM
(pacific), the Kp index spiked past 9 and literally off the chart. As the
chart changes every 15 minutes, the spike is gone leaving the latest
index at 5
See - http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/bigspikex.htm
However, the official data for the associated event appeared to be scrubbed
out, as per normal. However, the data was captured by a few keen
researchers as the below graph demonstrates.

Comment:
11/25/02 6:47:05 AM Pacific Standard Time
SENTINEL
Ah HA!!!! I KNEW IT, I KNEW they would scrub it clean...... which
is why I made a point of saving a copy of the original just for you
Kent. This may be your "exclusive
Full report at - http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/corespike.htm

THE THUNDERBIRD RETURNED
December 2002

Looks familiar? Try an earlier image as at 18th September

Full image at
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs/20020918_1842_c
3.gif

December saw much unusual solar geometry of which we will now go through
in order. It certainly appears that something is transpiring, especially with the
number of increasing and unusual signals that are being detected, which we
will also examine.
This was the precursor event captured by C2 image on December 1st

Notice the bright light within the CME eruption at 7 o’clock position

Enlarged – click on image for full view

To view an overview of the above illustrations, movie captures and trace
images link to - http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/indexback56.html
While on the 9th we witnessed the following images:

In addition the electron flux data shows a steady cadence.

Link to http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/sunwave.html to see and HEAR this
signal.
Accompanying LASCO C2 image:

Enlarged from 8 o’clock position

By now we should be used to seeing our friend the Solar cruiser prior to,
during and after such events and here is no exception

Close up

There was talk of duplicate frames at 20021216_1931 20021216_1954 only
minutes apart, but both images capture the Sol cruiser at different times
You can see both frames and times speeded up here:
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/imposan.gif
While what occurred on the 20th? Did something collide with the satellite or did
we have a return of the ORCA? See below image of LASCO3 2002/12/20
03:42

Just checking the HAARP magno flux data chart..!

Comment of the week with reference to solar system anomalies and Planet X
type data.
7/02 10::06 AM Pacific Standard Time
FWIW, The NSA has made employees of Nasa and government
officials and others to sign an agreement that they cannot divulge
information about any catastrophic event that they know about.
Military people come under this also.
That is why you cannot find "official" documentation of this event.

Even more geometry a few days later at
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/javagif/gifs/20021221_0418_c
3.gif
Close capture image

Did you miss anything in December? A number of anomalies went by unseen,
to gain an insight on how we may observe these images link to Rusty’s
homestead site at http://museum20000.homestead.com/SAM_37.html where
with Jose have done a grand job of making these images available.
Here is an example from LASCO C2 on December 23rd – enlarged

More on the Cube at http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/composbx.html
While on December 23rd it appears we have our friend with other friends?
See C2 image below

Observe anomalies at 8 o’clock

Enhancement

Before we exit stage right – were we being fried on January 8th?
GOES Hemisphere

For full report and images go to http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/goesfry.htm
Was this HAARP in action? Whatever the cause as I write to complete this in
hurried fashion, I am surrounded with weird and tragic news of plane crashes
in US, Turkey (both passenger and military) and Peru.

CHAPTER 12 ARE THE VEILS LIFTING IN 2003? Continued below

CHAPTER 12
ARE THE VEILS LIFTING IN 2003?

Much is said to occur in 2003, many earth changes with the increase in
volcanic activity, quakes, storms and of course Planet X…will it or won’t it?
Certainly something BIG is due and with all the data and events that we have
talked about in recent years, it does appear that there will be an incoming
during 2003, sooner rather than later.
The solar activity certainly has been weird of late and the end of December
2002 and into January 2003 was certainly no exception, as we will now
discover.
Well, 2003 certainly started with some highly unusual and hitherto unseen
observations – have we in fact stepped onto the next rung of the ladder of our
development as a species? Certainly looking that way as the days’ progress.
But before we go into 2003, it appears our friend the Sol Cruiser popped in on
December 31st to wish us a Happy New Year! Observe 2 o’clock on C3

At the beginning of January we observed a weird EIT image from the
continuum image

Link on the image to see a lapsed time frame capture or link to
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/mdian.gif
Comment from Orbit of the above event
Date: 1/3/03 3:24:24 PM Pacific Standard Time This is a three hour
file with the event starting at 15:27 UTC and ended at 17:29 UTC for a
duration of 117 minutes. The magnetic force was strongest at 16:22.
This may be indicative of a gravitational wave from an unknown source
We were fortunate in that several of us captured this and subsequent images,
as soon after they were deleted/altered off the NASA site.
The official comment of the day is posted here:
MDI Operator's Log 03-Jan-2003 06:58:11 The last three full disk
continuum images are corrupted. We should check and see if the
problem is with ground processing or that something funny has
happened in the instrument. There do not appear to be IP errors
associated with these funny images, but I haven't checked in detail.
For additional takes on this important event link to Crownstar site where the
following information is available:
You are looking INTO and THROUGH to the "PI WAVES and "PI
CENTER" of our Sun! You are seeing the "Higher Dimension PI
Pyramid" coming down and CONNECTING in the Center of the Sun
with the "Rising PHI Pyramid" of Earth, bringing Earth to a new
beginning of available HOLOGRAPHIC VIEWING!
http://community-2.webtv.net/crownstar/120402THEEAGLEHAS/index.html

The days following witness large CME activity

While EIT appear to show unusual uniformed angular activity

20030103_0700

Events seem to demonstrate a super wave as Elfrad chart below shows.

Comment:
ELFRAD: POSSIBLE SUPERWAVE Date: 1/3/03 3:24:24 PM Pacific
Standard Time
This is a three hour file with the event starting at 15:27 UTC and ended
at 17:29 UTC for a duration of 117 minutes. The magnetic force was
strongest at 16:22. This may be indicative of a gravitational wave from
an unknown source. [note deviation, Aalesund] Charlie Plyler ELFRAD

A few days later on C2

Events WILL get more unusual and activity will increase as the months pass
away in 2003. All I can suggest to grasp what is occurring right under our very
noses, and eyes, is to watch the daily updates at the SOHO site
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime-images.html and anything
unusual capture for future discussion. Also, keep a daily eye on Kent
Steadman’s site ORBIT at www.cyberspaceorbit.com where all incoming data
is loaded for you to analyse and comment upon.
The veils are beginning to lift and 2003 will see this in action. We certainly live
in interesting times.

Howard Middleton-Jones
ambilac@canoemail.com

